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Dear ACM TechNews Subscriber:

Welcome to the September 24, 2004 edition of ACM TechNews, providing timely information for IT professionals three times a week. For instructions on how to unsubscribe from this service, please see below.

ACM's MemberNet <http://www.acm.org/membernet> is now online. For the latest on ACM activities, member benefits, and industry issues

Remember to check out our hot new online essay and opinion magazine, Ubiquity <http://www.acm.org/ubiquity>.
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Tallying the Woes of Electronic Balloting


Voters and election officials around the country are becoming increasingly concerned about touch-screen voting machines, which process and store votes electronically and have proven unreliable in recent balloting exercises. Palm Beach County Commissioner Addie Greene in Florida, for example, now ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item1>      to the top 
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Internet Task Force Shuts Down Anti-Spam Working Group


The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has dissolved the MTA Authorization Records in DNS (MARID) working group because of disagreement on fundamental issues, such as Microsoft's claims of copyright over technologies in mail authentication standards the group was considering. ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item2>      to the top 
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World's Top Collegiate Programmers Go Head-to-Head at IBM-Sponsored 'Battle of the Brains'


IBM is sponsoring the 2004-2005 ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest (ICPC), which will enlist thousands of collegiate programmers worldwide to participate in the 29th annual "Tech Olympics." The last three ACM-ICPCs have run on an open-source platform; this year programmers will ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item3>      to the top 
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Women, and the Future of IT


Women will once again re-emerge in computer science as the field shifts from a purely technical focus to supporting other fields, says British Computer Society President and Southampton University professor Wendy Hall. In the early days of computer science, there were a significant number of ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item4>      to the top 
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Tiny Sensors That Can Track Anything


Wireless, battery-powered sensors dubbed "smart dust" are moving out of the research arena and into the commercial domain: Dust Networks announced this week that Science Applications International would employ the sensors for electronic perimeter security systems, and Sensicast Systems declared a ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item5>      to the top 
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SIGGRAPH 2005 Calls for Participation


ACM's SIGGRAPH Committee is calling for contributors and volunteers to the SIGGRAPH 2005 event scheduled for July 31-Aug. 4, 2005, at the Los Angeles Convention Center. Participants will submit outstanding achievements in the field of computer graphics and interactive methods. Upon acceptance of submissions or volunteer work, participants will be able to directly interact ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item6>      to the top 
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Africans Get Tools to Cross Digital Divide


Bridging the digital divide in Africa depends on adapting software to the inhabitants and their various dialects--not the other way round, according to computer enthusiasts committed to translating open-source software into African languages. Software translation pioneer Dwayne Bailey notes that ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item7>      to the top 
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Goal Makes Machines More Human


Researchers at the University of Oklahoma are working on a computer that will make use of molecules from DNA, rather than silicon processors. Qi Cheng, a computer science professor at the University of Oklahoma, says his work is still in the theoretical stage, but adds that DNA molecules are ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item8>      to the top 
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Flexible Sensors Make Robot Skin


Recreating the pressure sensitivity of skin for robots and other objects is the goal of a University of Tokyo research project using pressure sensor arrays that can be widely distributed due to their fabrication from cheap organic or polymer transistors on a flexible material. Potential ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item9>      to the top 
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Canada's Biggest Calculator


The Trellis Project led by University of Alberta computer science professor Dr. Paul Lu pooled the computational resources of more than 4,000 computers at 19 universities, a half-dozen high-performance computing consortia, and three research institutions into a virtual supercomputer over a 48-hour ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item10>      to the top 
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Experts Convened by AAAS Call for Voter-System Research and Reform, Warning of Broad Vulnerability


A Sept. 21 report from an 18-member panel of experts convened by Advancing Science, Serving Society (AAAS) concludes that the U.S. voting system must be reformed if the public's confidence in American elections is to be restored, especially as the country transitions to Internet-based voting. ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item11>      to the top 
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Surpassing Customers' Needs: When Technology Is Too Good


Of the 60-plus small tech startups that offered superior technology to fulfill the telecom market's bandwidth needs at the turn of the 21st century, a mere two dozen or so have survived the fallout of the economic recession, and only about 12 of those are selling products. The survivors ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item12>      to the top 
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Death of the Net


The Internet is succumbing to growing numbers of users, a rapidly expanding scope, more demanding applications, and unruly netizens such as hackers and spammers, said ICANN Chairman and "Father of the Internet" Vinton Cerf at the Fall 2004 Intel Developer's Forum. There are more and more ways of ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item13>      to the top 
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A True Master of Invention


Renowned inventor Ray Kurzweil is famed for his farsightedness, and has become a leading authority on far-reaching, technology-driven trends such as the global expansion of the Internet in the late 1990s, which he predicted about a decade earlier. Based on research demonstrating that the ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item14>      to the top 
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IT Women Smash Glass Ceiling


The Chartered Management Institute's (CMI) 30th annual national management salary survey indicates that salaries and opportunities for female IT professionals are at their highest level yet, with women's pay raises overtaking those of men for the eighth consecutive year across all sectors. ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item15>      to the top 
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Humanoid Robot Gets Pocket PC Brain


NimbRo RS, a diminutive humanoid robot from the Institute for Computer Science at Germany's University of Freiburg, was built out of mostly off-the-shelf components by replacing the head of a RoboSapien robot with a Toshiba e755 Pocket PC and a FlyCamCF CompactFlash camera. The e755 was ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item16>      to the top 
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Cell Phone Video Gets Real


Broadcasters, semiconductor firms, and mobile network operators gathered to showcase the latest in mobile television technology at the International Broadcasting Convention in Amsterdam. Technology to pipe short video clips and live broadcasts is already working, but the number of options and ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item17>      to the top 
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5 Challenges for Open Source


Hundreds of colleges have initiated or joined open-source software projects that serve higher education by providing products to run email, combat spam, manage school finances, and facilitate other important services. Examples of such projects include Moodle, Pachyderm, and Sakai software for ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item18>      to the top 
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Linux Is Finally Offering Windows Users a Real Choice


Consumers can now avail themselves of numerous commercial versions of the Linux operating system offering instant Internet connectivity, stylish and sophisticated interfaces, and free open-source upgrades via the Web. The rollout of Linspire and other open-source products finally gives desktop ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/0924f.html#item19>      to the top 
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